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1.

For the purpose of easier supervision of their work. all timber

graders shall either be attached to. or employed by exporters

or suppliers. (For the purpose of this T.E.B. the exporter/

supplier which a grader is employed by/attached to by is regarded

as the latterts employer).

2.

A timber grader must always give fjrst priority to the parcels

of his employer. Conversely, when alloting timber parcels to

timber graders for grading, an exporter/supplier should give

first priority to the grader or gr~ders employed by/attached

to him.

3. If 8 grader Qttached to a supplier is not getting enough timber

from his employer to grade within the permitted quota and wishes

to grade timber for exporters/suppliers other than his employer,

he may do so provided in doing it he will not CaUse unnecessary

delay in grading the parcels of 11is employer. He should then
'.~

choose to grade in those sa~nills which are i~ the same 'region'

(that is, those sawmills which are under the same Quality

Control Inspector 'Nho supervises the sawmill to which he is

employed or attached). At any rate he should not commence to

grad_~~imter for any exporter/suppl ier other than his employer

unless and until the latter has given permission in writing to

the area Quality Control Inspector and the MTIB Headquarters.

These requirements in respect of graders grading within the

region shall also apply to a grader who is employed by/attached'to 

an exporter who is also a supplier.



4. In the case of a grader employed by/attached to an exporter

who is not a supplier, the requirement in respect of graders

grading within the region as in 3 shall not apply, when he

is required by his employer to grade t~er supplied by a

sawmill outside his region. The grader is however required

to subtlit his monthly reports and other relevant documents

to both the Quality Ccntrol Inspector who supervise~_the

sawmills, as well the Quality Control Inspector in his region.

If a grader employed by/attached to the exporter is not getting

enough timber from his employer to grade within the permitted

quota and wishes to grade timber for exporters/suppliers other

than his employer, he may do so provided he complies ~ith all

the requirements applicable in the case of grader employed by/

attachea to a supplier, as stal~d in 3.

5. Appropriate disciplinary action will be taken against any

grader who does nnt comply with the requirements of this

Bulletin.
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